
Bazi Reading Sample 2 

Character -  Someone intelligent, lively, 

energetic, vibrant, sociable and approachable. 

The words spoken maybe too direct and may 

hurt other people without knowing, hence, will 

be mindful and pay careful attention on what is 

said to other people. Character wise will be 

stubborn, easy going, humble, like to dream, 

slow in reaction. Able to argue with people very 

well. someone who is constantly very worry 

about anything and everything unnecessary. 

Someone who can be overly sensitive, sceptical, 

and suspicious in nature. Someone with 

exceptional leadership qualities with authorities, 

steady confident and determined. The 

character summary based on box 9 and box 2.  

* However, due to the "O" (Kong) in each box 9 

and 2, the character in box 1 and 10 also appear 

as a personality. (Usually such things very 

seldom happens)  

Additional character - Good communication 

skill, quick witted and intelligent. Someone who 

is very prideful, and cannot lose face. likes to 

compete, can be very fierce, ferocious and 

aggressive, bad in temper and pretty impatient 

in nature. Energy of an emperor: giving 

directions, never wrong, he or she is always 

right, a person will unlikely to change. Someone 

very good with words, Expressive, persuasive 

and articulate well. Straight forward, direct, 

make decision fast, will not drag too long. 

Rough, careless, can be immature. Represents 

someone active, agile, athlete, impulsive, 

sentimental and emotional. Someone who does 

things in a flash, could be perceived as 

impatient. kind Hearted, generous, honest. Able 

to follow orders, lack of creativity. limited to changes. Loyal. Able to resist to pressures. Who is 

willing to sacrifice to achieve things. Sincere and righteous, Stable and firm, Trustworthy. 

** due to the "O" the character will switch in different years based on different situations.  

Career -  Career is good as a whole in the later stage of life, with many opportunities available with 

people helping (Gui run), overall, the career box 3 is producing box 9. However, due to box 9 has a 

"O" the real good energy will only happen in 2026,2029. Alternative, you mini uptrend (best energy) 

will happen around March every year.  

Relationship - The relationship is the same box at box 3. Coincide with the career box, at such, the 

situation is about the same, meaning that if the event of any marriage 2026,2029 will be the highest 

energy.   



Wealth - The Wealth star is together with yourself at box 9. Meaning that if you were to do 

businesses, you will likely to make money, however the profits will not be very consistence every 

year due to the "O", if you go for business partnership with other people, it will be ideal and best. 

(Please see below summary) 

Overall Summary 

Basically, your chart on surface it looks pretty good, for career, relationship and wealth. However, 

the major obstacles is that the box 9 and box 2, which are your basic character, changes and mixed 

with more other "lousy" characters in box 1 and box 8, this lead to more complication and will affect 

the people around you in career, relationship and wealth directly. (You will need to understand that 

this is not your fault, the bazi is like this) 

Going back into the character summary, if you can see that there are many negative characters, 

being stubborn, impulsive, sentimental, aggressive, etc, The only way you can change, is to step back 

and reflect and decide that if you want to have a better life in career, relationship and wealth, you 

will need to change as a person, meaning that you will have to slowly take note on your not so good 

personality, address the personality issue one by one, choose the words careful, not being too 

aggressive, be more flexible, etc, the route is tough as the character is there with you for over 46 

years. Will have to take baby steps to change yourself, then all the other 3 sectors will improve 

slowly. Things will get better, when you decide and choose to improve and make yourself better.  

 


